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CAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Regarding Forward-Looking Information

Regarding Financial Projections

This presentation by The Arena Group Holdings, Inc. (“Parent”), which includes information for its wholly owned
subsidiaries The Arena Platform, Inc., The Arena Media Brands, LLC , TheStreet, Inc. and College Spun Media
Incorporated (collectively “Arena Group,” “Company” or “we”) contains “forward-looking statements,” within the
meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “Securities Act”), and Section 21E of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”). Forward-looking statements relate to future
events or future performance and include, without limitation, statements concerning the Company’s business
strategy, future revenues, market growth, capital requirements, product introductions and expansion plans and the
adequacy of the Company’s funding. Other statements contained in this Document that are not historical facts are
also forward-looking statements. The Company has tried, wherever possible, to identify forward-looking statements
by terminology such as “may,” “will,” “could,” “should,” “expects,” “anticipates,” “intends,” “plans,” “believes,” “seeks,”
“estimates” and other comparable terminology.

Projections of future financial performance have been prepared by the
Company to assist in the evaluation of the Company and are not to be
relied upon as an accurate representation of future results.
Furthermore, because the pro forma financial information is based
upon estimates and assumptions about circumstances and events that
have not been audited and are subject to variation, there can be no
assurance that the unaudited proforma data will be attained.
Predictions and projections as to future events are subject to a high
degree of risk and uncertainty. The pro forma financial information
should not be regarded as a representation, expressed or implied, by
the Company or any person that the results set forth therein will be
achieved. Changes in facts underlying the assumptions, among others,
may have a material adverse effect upon the Company’s business,
results of operation and financial condition.

The Company cautions investors that any forward-looking statements presented in this presentation, or that the
Company may make orally or in writing from time to time, are based on the beliefs of, assumptions made by, and
information currently available to, the Company. Such statements are based on assumptions, and the actual
outcome will be affected by known and unknown risks, trends, uncertainties and factors that are beyond the
Company’s control or ability to predict. Although the Company believes that its assumptions are reasonable, they are
not guarantees of future performance, and some will inevitably prove to be incorrect. As a result, the Company’s
actual future results can be expected to differ from its expectations, and those differences may be material.
Accordingly, investors should use caution in relying on forward-looking statements, which are based only on known
results and trends at the time they are made, to anticipate future results or trends. More detailed information about
the Company and the risk factors that may affect the realization of forward-looking statements is set forth in the
Company’s filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including its most recent Annual Report on Form
10-K.
This presentation and all subsequent written and oral forward-looking statements attributable to the Company or
any person acting on its behalf are expressly qualified in their entirety by the cautionary statements contained or
referred to in this section. The Company does not undertake any obligation to release publicly any revisions to its
forward-looking statements to reflect events or circumstances after the date of this Document.
This presentation shall not constitute an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy securities nor shall there be
any sale of securities in any state in which such solicitation or sale would be unlawful prior to registration or
qualification of these securities under the laws of any such state.

The Company does not intend to update or otherwise revise the
projections or proforma data to reflect circumstances existing after the
date of this document or to reflect the occurrence of unanticipated
events even if any or all of the underlying assumptions do not come to
fruition. Further, the Company does not intend to update or revise the
projections or proforma data to reflect changes in general economic
conditions.
The projections were not prepared under the guidelines established by
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants or any other
rules or regulations of any governing authority. There can be no
assurance that the projections will be realized. It can be expected that
actual results will vary from those set forth in the projections, and the
variations may be material and adverse.
Prospective investors are cautioned not to place reliance on the
projections or proforma data.

WHO WE ARE

WE TRANSFORM
MEDIA BUSINESSES
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KEY INVESTMENT HIGHLIGHTS
SCALE WITH O&O AND PARTNERSHIPS

… 40 owned or operated properties with 200+ platform partners across 3 verticals –
sports, finance and lifestyle, with 1.5B pageviews in Q2, an increase of 82% Y oY *

The Arena Group is a
global tech-powered
media company that

PROPRIETARY PLAYBOOK & TECHNOLOGY

… that grows audiences while diversifying revenue and driving margins, with
repeated results across traditional media brands and new digital-first brands alike

transforms media
businesses

FINANCIAL RESULTS & FUTURE

… grew digital revenue by 78% & more than doubled gross profit in 1H 2022 vs. prior
year; +260% 3-year CAGR in annual gross profit & 88% 3-year CAGR in annual revenue;
+50% target incremental margin on digital revenue; recently included in Russell Index

*Source: Google Analytics
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DIVERSIFIED BRAND PORTFOLIO
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BROAD CONSUMER REACH ACROSS THREE VERTICALS
SPORTS

FINANCE

LIFESTYLE

284M

29M

132M

Monthly Average Pageviews

*Source: Google Analytics Q2 2022 Monthly Average Pageviews.

Monthly Average Pageviews

Monthly Average Pageviews

TRANSFORMATIONAL
GROWTH
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OUR BUSINESS HAS TRANSFORMED
Rapidly growing revenue base and improving margins demonstrate a path to profitability

ANNUAL DIGITAL REVENUE

ANNUAL REVENUE

$ millions

$ millions

53.3

36.7

2019

128.0

2020
2021

189.1

+88%

CAGR

2020

CAGR

2019

25.0
2021

101.0

+66%

$ millions

6.0

2019

67.7

GROSS PROFIT

2020
2021

78.2

+260%

CAGR
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TRANSFORMATIONAL GROWTH TRACK RECORD
Playbook drives significant growth in monthly average pageviews, with traditional and emerging brands time and time again:

283.6

+174%

Q2 2021:

Q2 2022:

+91%

103.5

Q2 2022:

Q2 2021:

Q2 2022:

+157%

Q2 2021:

Q2 2022:

+185%

Q2 2021:

Q2 2022:

+143%

Q2 2021:

Q2 2022:

+602%

Q2 2021:

11.4

46.8

29.3

113.8

32.4

8.3

6.0

62.0

23.6

42.0

Note: Note: Data for business units is from internal, unaudited reports. Data for The Spun includes information provided by College Spun Media for 2021 prior to the acquisition of College Spun Media. 2021 pageview data for Fadeaway World prior to it becoming a publishing
partner is sourced from ComScore.
*Source: Google Analytics; Sports Illustrated represents total Sports vertical and TheStreet represents total Finance vertical.
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2022 IS OFF TO A GREAT START
Our 1H 2022 results were further validation of our model’s validity and replicability; continued
revenue growth and profitability improvements, with no signs of a looming advertiser pullback
THE ARENA GROUP PERFORMANCE BY THE NUMBERS

$113.3M
1H 2022 Revenue
66% YoY growth

Digital advertising
revenue growth
1H 2022 vs 1H 2021

+11.1M

$2.31

Adj. EBITDA
Improvement
1H 2022 vs 1H 2021

*Source: Google Analytics

+120%

*Display CPM figures exclude AMG/Parade

1H 2022 Average
Display CPM*
49% YoY growth

+$20.8M
Gross Profit Improvement
1H 2022 vs 1H 2021

+52
Sites Added
in 1H 2022

OPERATIONAL
PLAYBOOK
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THE ARENA GROUP PLAYBOOK
Operational playbook transforms businesses and drives profitability

CONSUMER
EXPERIENCE
Bespoke content
Optimized design
Page construction

AUDIENCE
GROWTH

MONETIZATION
& YIELD

Optimization of SEO

Proprietary ad infrastructure

Social distribution

Expansive Demand partners

In-content recommendations

Direct Sales for Fortune 500 brands
eCommerce, licensing & subscriptions

DISTRIBUTION &
SYNDICATION

DATA
MANAGEMENT

Recirculation across 140M+ users

Sophisticated data
management
& analytics support

3rd

party distribution to 25+ sites
Partnerships reduce
overall cost of content

TECH, SALES &
PRODUCTION
EFFICIENCIES
Converts costs from
fixed to variable;
no capital expenditure
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ANATOMY OF A VERTICAL
Our unique vertical model allows us and our 200+ partners to leverage audience growth, technological efficiencies and
cost savings across all of our brands.

MONETIZATION & EFFICIENCY

NICHE CONTENT & AUDIENCE

BRAND RECOGNITION & TRAFFIC

AUTHORITY
BRAND

STRATEGIC
PARTNERS

ENTREPRENEUR
PUBLISHERS

PUBLISHER
PARTNERS

▪1

Powerful brands, with bespoke content and
domain authority

▪2

Form key strategic partnerships with likeminded partners of high quality and
entrepreneurial spirit

▪3

Partner with entrepreneurial publishers to
drive local content at variable cost tied to
performance

4
▪

Grow platform partners on our network,
expanding our content offerings and adding
scale to the ecosystem
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OUR PROVEN APPROACH TO GROWTH
Our clear and focused model brings transformative scale, efficiency and yield t o struggling digital brands

Streamlined CMS

Content diversification
SEO & social
strategies

Modernized UX

UNIFIED
TECHNOLOGY
PLATFORM

Reduced load time

Programmatic yield
Video capabilities

+

BEST-INCLASS
EXPERTISE

Direct sales team

Data analytics &
insights
Syndication &
distribution

= INSTANT COST EFFICIENCIES AND REVENUE LIFT
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FOCUS AND EXPANSION IN 2022

SYNDICATION

COMMERCE

SOCIAL
CREATOR
NETWORK

GAMBLING

NEW VERTICALS

NEW CONTENT
& PLATFORM
PARTNERSHIPS

CASE STUDIES
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CASE STUDY:

SPORTS VERTICAL

+152%

Total Digital Ad Revenue
Growth Q2 YoY

+104%

SI Social Pageview Growth
Q2 YoY**

#1

SI share of voice on Facebook among
sports publishers for link stories*

Note: Data for business units is from internal, unaudited reports.
*Source: CrowdTangle, Inc.
**Source: Google Analytics
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SOCIAL
 Built out audience & social teams
 Launched breaking and trending
news on Facebook

PRODUCT

CASE STUDY:

FINANCE VERTICAL
The Street revamped its social, product, and editorial strategy in
early 2022 in an effort to broaden its reach to a younger, more
diverse group of investors

 Launched new subscription product,
“TheStreet Smarts”, targeting new
investors

AS A RESULT:

 Revamped Action Alerts Plus with
new voices

+205%

EDITORIAL
 Hired new EIC and editorial team

Facebook Engagement
Q2 2022 vs Q2 2021*

 Shifting away from commodity
news and toward stories that travel
on social + search
Note: Data for business units is from internal, unaudited reports.
*Source: ListenFirst Media Inc.
**Source: Google Analytics

+157%

Monthly Average
Pageviews
Q2 2022 vs Q2 2021**
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CASE STUDY:

FADEAWAY WORLD
•
Fadeaway World is a
fast-growing online
basketball media brand
focused on breaking
news and commentary.
The Arena Group
entered into a
partnership agreement
with Fadeaway
World in May 2021.

Note: Data for business units is from internal, unaudited reports.
Fadeaway World became a publishing partner in May 2021; Q3
2021 was its first full quarter on our platform.

•
•
•
•

Fadeaway World has seen a
49% INCREASE
IN QUARTERLY REVENUE
since joining our platform
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CASE STUDY:

PETHELPFUL
PetHelpful had 42 million monthly average
pageviews in Q2 2022, an INCREASE OF
OVER 600% YEAR-OVER-YEAR*


PetHelpful trending news initiative launched in February 2022



Editorial team diversified content strategy from evergreen-only and
began publishing stories covering trending news in pets



Content is amplified on social and through syndication channels



Trending news articles complement and amplify existing evergreen
content base



20+ potential HubPages sites to launch trending news; DenGarden,
WeHaveKids, Delishably and WanderWisdom have launched in the past
few months; all sites showing early success

Note: Data for business units is from internal, unaudited reports.
*Source: Google Analytics

THANK YOU

